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Abstract. In formal argumentation theory, multiple argumentation-based explana-
tion methods have been formulated based on ideas from social and cognitive sci-
ence. However, these have not yet been empirically validated. One such idea is that
information in an explanation needs to be related; in argumentation-based explana-
tions, this has been captured as there being an attack path between arguments. This
study describes and empirically validates two types of relatedness, related admissi-
bility and directly related admissibility. This was done by instructing participants to
select arguments from an argumentation framework to explain another argument in
this framework. These explanations selected by the participants were compared to
argumentation-based explanations that use relatedness. We found that both forms
of relatedness are cognitively plausible. This gives insight into how argumentation
theory can be applied in the real world to provide explanations.
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1 Introduction

Abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs) [8] present dialectical argumentation as argu-
ments and the attack relations between them. Given an argumentation framework, seman-
tics are used to determine extensions, sets of arguments which are acceptable together.
However, such sets can be very large, and a user might only be interested in the reasoning
behind the acceptability of a single argument. Therefore, several argumentation-based
explanation methods have been defined [3,7,9,12], which select some arguments in an
AF to explain the (non-)acceptance arguments. These explanation methods are motivated
by research in the social and cognitive sciences which, according to [13], argues that
explanations should be selective. All of these argumentation-based explanation methods
use relatedness for argument selection: arguments only have explanatory value if they
are related to the argument to be explained via attack relations (i.e., they attack or defend
the argument). However, whether these explanation methods reflect human cognition,
making them cognitively plausible, has not been tested.

1Corresponding Author: Roos Scheffers, r.j.scheffers@uu.nl
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The exploration of cognitive plausibility in argumentation began with the work of
Rahwan et al. [16]. They advocated for the empirical evaluation of argumentation the-
ories as an essential addition to the traditional example and principle-based evaluation
methods. Others have followed Rahwan and empirically investigated other elements of
argumentation, such as types of attacks [5], semantics [10], and support [14]. However, to
our knowledge, no empirical study has investigated argumentation-based explanations.
This gap in the literature is problematic because explanations are fundamentally cogni-
tive acts in which people adjust the information they present based on the audience and
context [13]. Testing theories of explanation in context with people is the only way to
determine whether they are acceptable to people. Theoretical definitions of explanations
without an empirical foundation lack this real-world context.

In this paper, we are the first to experimentally investigate the relatedness of argu-
ments in argumentation-based explanations, thus testing the cognitive plausibility of such
explanations. We will test two hypotheses based on relatedness where the second is more
restrictive than the first. These hypotheses are: people include only related arguments in
explanations and people include only directly related arguments in explanations.

The two hypotheses were tested using an online study in which participants were
presented with four or five arguments and tasked with explaining the acceptance of one
argument by choosing from other arguments. These arguments were presented in nat-
ural language and created to instantiate two AFs, a process that was validated using a
pilot study. The explanations chosen by participants showed that explanations based on
relatedness are indeed cognitively plausible since participants’ choices of explanations
aligned with both tested forms of relatedness.

In the next section, we give a brief overview of related work. Then, we introduce
relevant definitions and the two hypotheses of this paper (Section 3). In Section 4, we
describe the pilot and empirical study conducted to test these hypotheses. The results of
this study are described in Section 5. Finally, we discuss conclusions and suggestions for
future empirical work into argumentation-based explanations.

2 Related work

As far as we are aware, no study has empirically investigated specifically argumentation-
based explanations [9,3,7,12]. Therefore, this section provides a general overview of
empirical cognitive studies in argumentation. The presented studies are most related to
the current work because they investigate the relationship between human cognition and
formal models of argumentation. A complete review can be found in [4].

Rahwan et al. [16] conducted the first experiment validating argumentation theory
using human cognition. They tested the cognitive plausibility of simple and floating re-
instatement. Participants were presented with natural language arguments based on an
argumentation framework and then asked to rate the acceptability of the conclusions of
those arguments. The ratings provided by participants were compared with the accept-
ability of arguments according to argumentation semantics. Bezou Vrakatseli et al. [1]
replicated the experiment conducted by Rahwan et al. and tested different methods of
presenting arguments. They found that seeing all possible scenarios before rating argu-
ments increases participants’ acceptability ratings of those arguments.

Guillaume et al. [10] continued this line of research by empirically studying which
semantics best align with human judgments of the acceptance of arguments, the existence
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of attacks, and the directionality of attacks. To validate the natural language argument
sets, they had participants draw all attack relations between arguments in a set, and then
they compared these to the intended attacks. They found that participants’ judgements
on the existence and direction of attacks align with definitions in formal argumentation.

Rosenfeld and Kraus [17] predicted argumentative behaviour using argumentation
theory, machine learning, and relevance heuristics. These methods were used to predict
the next argument to be used in a conversation. They found that the relevance heuristic
based on path length is the best predictive metric for this task. Empirical work has also
been done on model values [2], concern [11], and persuasion [14] in argumentation.
However, none of these studies investigate explanations using (related) arguments in
abstract argumentation frameworks.

3 Formal preliminaries and hypotheses

The purpose of this section is to provide definitions of fundamental concepts so that the
hypotheses for the study can be formulated at the end of the section. This will include
Dung’s [8] abstract argumentation frameworks, admissibility, and two methods for se-
lecting related argumentation-based explanations.

An abstract argumentation framework (AF) [8] is a pair AF = (A,R), where A
is a set of arguments, and R is a binary attack relation on these arguments. For every
(A,B) ∈ R, A attacks B. AFs can be represented as a directed graph, where the nodes
represent arguments and the arrows represent the attack relations (Figure 1). Given an
AF, sets of arguments that are collectively acceptable, can be determined [8].

Definition 3.1. Let AF = (A,R) and, A ∈ A, and a set of arguments S ⊆A. Then:

• A is acceptable with respect to S iff each argument attacking A is attacked by any
B ∈ S;

• S is conflict-free iff there exists no (A,B) ∈R with A,B ∈ S; and
• S is admissible iff its is conflict-free and every A ∈ A is acceptable w.r.t S.

Admissibility serves as a criterion to identify sets that can be collectively accepted
because they hold up against counterarguments. An admissible set can function as an
explanation for what Fan and Toni [9] call a topic argument, an individual argument that
is to be explained. However, because admissibility does not define how elements of an
admissible set are related to each other, it can include numerous arguments that are not
related to the topic. These arguments hence do not have explanatory value for the topic
argument. In this paper, we consider two argumentation-based explanation methods that
consider the relation between a topic argument and the arguments in its explanation:
related admissible explanations and directly related admissible explanations. The below
definitions are adapted from [3,9].

Definition 3.2 (Defends). Let AF = (A,R) and A,B,C ∈A. An argument B defends an
argument A iff:

1. B attacks C and C attacks A (direct defense); or
2. B defends C and C defends A (indirect defense).
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This defends relation can be combined with admissibility to define related admissi-
ble explanations.

Definition 3.3 (Related admissible explanation). Let AF = (A,R), A ∈ A and S ⊆ A.
S is a related admissible explanation for topic argument A iff A is defended by every
argument in S and S∪A is admissible.

A related admissible explanation has a topic argument that is defended by every
argument in the explanation, that is, there will be a path between the topic argument
and every other argument in the related admissible set. Note that Fan and Toni [9] de-
fine a related admissible set (essentially an extension) in which the topic argument A is
also included. However, we decided to not include the topic argument and focus on the
explanation.

A B C E

Figure 1. Argumentation framework AF1.

Example 3.1. Figure 1 shows AF1 = (A1,R1) where A1 = {A,B,C,E} and R1 =
{(B,A),(C,B)}. A possible instantiation of this AF, following conventions set by [16]
and [10], is:

(A) Johan got a passing grade on the exam and handed in the course assignment on
time, so Johan will pass his course.

(B) Johan handed in the course assignment past the deadline, so he did not hand in the
assignments on time.

(C) Johan got an extension for the assignment, so he did not hand it in past the deadline.
(E) Johan has missed two lectures, so he does not have perfect attendance.

Take argument A as the topic argument. Argument E, while in an admissible set
together with A, is unrelated to A since there are no attacks to or from E. Therefore, the
related admissible explanation for topic argument A would be {C}.

The second form of relatedness concerns directly related admissible explanations,
following Borg and Bex’s [3] idea of including only direct defenders in an explanation.
Where standard related admissible explanations only consider whether there is a connec-
tion to the topic argument, here we will only consider arguments directly related to the
topic argument using direct defenders.

Definition 3.4 (Directly related admissible explanation). Let AF = (A,R), A ∈A, and
S ⊆ A be a related admissible explanation according to Definition 3.3. S′ is a directly
related admissible explanation for topic argument A iff S′ ⊆ S and A is directly defended
by every argument in S′.

A direct defender has a closer connection to the topic argument and is considered to
be more closely related than any non-direct defender. This is supported by the relevance
heuristic found by Rosenfeld and Kraus [17], which states that an argument is more
relevant to another and preferred by people if the path length between them is shorter.
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Since the path length to a direct defender is always shorter than to an indirect one, this
heuristic suggests that people would prefer direct related admissible explanations over
standard related admissible explanations.

A B C D E

Figure 2. Argumentation framework AF2

Example 3.2. Figure 2 shows AF2 = (A2,R2) where A2 = {A,B,C,D,E} and R2 =
{(B,A),(C,B),(D,C),(E,D)}. A possible instantiation of this AF is:

(A) The lake is frozen so Dana can go ice skating tomorrow.
(B) According to the weather broadcast the temperature is going to rise, so the lake

won’t be frozen tomorrow.
(C) The temperature broadcast is unreliable, thus temperature might not rise.
(D) This broadcast is part of a national news show, thus it is not unreliable.
(E) The national news show and the weather broadcast have different funders and staff,

thus the broadcast is not part of the news show.

If argument A is the topic argument for an explanation, the related admissible ex-
planation is {C,E}. The directly related admissible explanation for A is {C}, consisting
only of direct defender C.

Two approaches to selecting related arguments for argumentation-based explanation
have been described: related admissible and directly related admissible explanations.
The latter is more selective than the former. We consider both in this paper since it is
not yet known how selective people are when selecting related information to include in
explanations based on formal argumentation, therefore both methods should be tested.
Therefore, we will consider two hypotheses based on the two forms of relatedness.

H1 People include only related arguments in explanations. According to this hypoth-
esis, people adhere to related admissible semantics and, as a result, only include
arguments that are connected to the topic argument in their explanations.

H2 People include only directly related arguments in explanations. This hypothesis
proposes that people follow directly related admissible semantics and, therefore,
favour arguments closer to the topic argument.

4 Method

The two hypotheses of this study were tested using explanations provided by participants
for arguments in natural language argument sets corresponding to AF1 (Figure 1) for
H1 and AF2 (Figure 2) for H2.2 This section provides an overview of the data collection
and analysis procedures. In this section, we will outline the study design, procedure, and
analysis steps, as depicted in Figure 3.

2https://www.uu.nl/en/research/ai-labs/national-policelab-ai/
related-explanations-in-formal-argumentation-an-empirical-study

https://www.uu.nl/en/research/ai-labs/national-policelab-ai/related-explanations-in-formal-argumentation-an-empirical-study
https://www.uu.nl/en/research/ai-labs/national-policelab-ai/related-explanations-in-formal-argumentation-an-empirical-study
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Figure 3. Overview of study design, procedure, and analysis.

4.1 Argument set creation and pilot study

To test the two hypotheses, participants were tasked with selecting natural language ar-
guments that explain some topic argument, where the natural language argument sets
match the formal structure of the two AFs AF1 and AF2. For these natural language
argument sets, we used arguments from prior work [1,5,6,16] together with some newly
added arguments (steps 1 and 2 in Figure 3). Each argument in the sets consists of one or
two full sentences containing a premise and a conclusion. The conclusion of one argu-
ment can contradict the premise of another argument; this represents an undermining at-
tack from the former to the latter (in line with [16]). Examples of these natural language
argument sets are presented in Examples 3.1 and 3.2.

People may not interpret attacks in abstract argumentation instantiated using natural
language as intended [5,15]. Therefore, the natural language instantiations were validated
using a pilot study (step 3 in Figure 3). In this pilot study, we compared the intended
interpretation of argument sets (as AF1 and AF2) to the interpretations by participants
(Figure 4). Five participants between the ages of 20 and 30 were presented with 34 argu-
ment sets. For each set, participants were presented with arguments in random order and
asked to indicate the perceived attacks between arguments. It is important to note that
the participants did not receive an explanation of formal argumentation or attacks.

Participants generally saw unrelated arguments as unrelated to other arguments and
related arguments as connected through attack relations. Participants frequently indicated
bidirectional attacks, while attacks were in all cases intended to be unidirectional. De-
spite this, the intended attacks for both AFs were consistently among the most frequently
selected attacks. This indicated that in most cases the participants agreed with the in-
tended interpretation of the argument sets. The six argument sets that were most aligned
with each AF based on the attacks indicated by participants were kept for the main study.
For AF1 these were sets where argument E was unrelated. For AF2 these were sets
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(a) Attacks indicated for AF1

(b) Attacks indicated for AF2

Figure 4. Percentage that each attack between adjacent arguments was indicated in the pilot for the argument
sets kept for the main study. Attacks between non-adjacent arguments indicated by participants are not shown
in this figure for legibility, these attacks between non-adjacent arguments were all (except from E to C in AF2)
indicated less than 10 per cent of the time.

where the entire path from E to A was found.3 These 12 argument sets can be found in
the online appendix4 and the responses for these sets in Figure 4.

4.2 Participants

For this study, convenience sampling used to recruit 127 participants from the argumen-
tation mailing list, friends, family, and coworkers. The majority of participants (80) were
between 18 and 35 years old, and most (104) completed at least a bachelor’s degree. Par-
ticipants rated their English reading proficiency at 4.2 out of 5 on average (SD = 0.75);
therefore, we did not expect them to experience language-related difficulties. Prior fa-
miliarity with argumentation might influence study results; thus, participants were asked
about their familiarity with formal argumentation. About half of the participants (63) re-
ported not being familiar with or never having heard of formal argumentation. The other
half were somewhat familiar (32) or very familiar to experts (33). Based on these de-
scriptive statistics, participants were more familiar with argumentation than we expected
the general population to be. We will return to this in the data analysis and discussion.

4.3 Procedure

Participants accessed the study through a digital link via the online survey tool
Qualtrics.5 At the start of the study, participants provided informed consent and received
an explanation of the study procedure. The instructions given to participants can be found
in the online appendix. Subsequently, the participants completed eight trials in random
order, four corresponding to AF1 and AF2 each. Each trial featured one of the twelve
natural language argument sets selected in the pilot. In such a trial, the topic argument
(A) was presented at the top of the page. The other arguments in the set were presented

3In these sets, several attacks are perceived to be bidirectional. However, this is unlikely to cause issues in
the experiment, since the topic argument (A) is presented as accepted and participants could not select the topic
argument. Thus, they have to use the other arguments to select an explanation given that A is accepted.

4https://www.uu.nl/en/research/ai-labs/national-policelab-ai/
related-explanations-in-formal-argumentation-an-empirical-study

5Version January 2023 of Qualtrics. Copyright 2024 Qualtrics, Provo, UT, USA. Available at
https://www.qualtrics.com

https://www.uu.nl/en/research/ai-labs/national-policelab-ai/related-explanations-in-formal-argumentation-an-empirical-study
https://www.uu.nl/en/research/ai-labs/national-policelab-ai/related-explanations-in-formal-argumentation-an-empirical-study
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below the topic in random order. An example of the layout is presented in the centre
of Figure 3. The participants were instructed to explain why the conclusion of the topic
arguments was the case using any combination of the other arguments. To construct their
explanations, participants could select arguments by ticking a box next to them. They
could include any number of arguments in their explanation, with a minimum of one.
After the eight trials, participants were asked four demographic questions (see 4.2).

4.4 Analysis

After data collection, the data was analyzed in four steps, as outlined in the bottom row
of Figure 3. Most of these steps involved preprocessing and grouping data so the hy-
potheses could be tested in the final step. In step 8, the data was cleaned and aggregated.
This involved anonymising responses and removing incomplete responses. Additionally,
potential issues related to response quality were assessed, such as giving the same an-
swer to every question and responding extremely quickly. No such issues were found.
The responses were then aggregated over all participants for each argument set.

In step 9, differences between the responses for the different natural language argu-
ment sets were investigated. There are two reasons such differences in responses could
be found: some argument sets were difficult for participants leading to more random re-
sponses, and some argument sets were, despite the pilot study, understood differently
than intended. This would, for example, be the case if in one of the natural language
argument sets for AF2 participants included E more frequently than in any other set.
Differences of the first kind will not produce meaningful information and should be re-
moved from the data, differences of the second kind, such as in the given example, could
provide evidence against the hypotheses and should be included in the analysis.

In step 10, all responses were aggregated for the two hypotheses. The explanations
per hypotheses were tested to determine whether variations in explanation count were
statistically significant and not merely the result of chance. Such a significant difference
between the actual explanation counts and the expected counts if participants answered
randomly indicates a pattern in the data that warrants further analysis.

The fourth analysis step (step 11 in Figure 3) involved comparing participant expla-
nations to the hypotheses. Based on the first hypothesis (H1), we expected participants to
include only related arguments in their explanation. Based on AF1, this would mean that
participants included C but not E in their explanations. For the second hypothesis (H2),
we expected participants to prefer direct attackers over indirect attackers in the explana-
tion of A in AF2. This would be confirmed if participants included C but not E in their
explanations. Both hypotheses were tested by comparing the proportion of explanations
that included C and excluded E to the proportion of explanations that included E.

5 Results

First, we investigated the differences between responses for the different natural language
argument sets (step 9 in Figure 3). For the sets that instantiated AF1, we found the 4th and
6th set to deviate significantly (χ2(6) = 30.34, p <.001 and χ2(6) = 45.82, p <.001) from
the total pattern of responses.6 For set 6, {C,E} was selected more than in other sets, and

6All argument sets used and a full overview of statistical tests can be found in the online appendix, see
footnote 4
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{C} was selected less. Even though {C,E} is not a related admissible explanation, it is an
admissible extension, so this difference does not indicate any problematic interpretation
issues. For set 4, all options but {C} were selected more and {C} was selected less. This
indicates that participants responded more randomly, which was supported by feedback
left on the study by participants, and thus this set was removed from further analysis. For
AF2, set 4 and 6 also deviated significantly from the total pattern of responses (χ2(6) =
61.71, p <.001 and χ2(6) = 45.81, p <.001). Similarly to set 4 for AF1, these two sets
showed a more random pattern of responses than the other sets and were thus removed.7

In the next step (10 in Figure 3), the remaining argument sets were grouped by
hypothesis and the distributions of explanations were compared to chance (the dotted
line in Figure 5). We found that explanations for both H1 (χ2(6) = 1168.20, p <.001)
and H2 (χ2(14) = 2253.90, p <.001) differed significantly from the pattern that would be
observed if participants answered randomly, indicating a pattern in responses that could
be further analysed.

In the final analysis step (11 in Figure 3) the explanations were grouped to test the
hypotheses. This resulted in three groups for each hypothesis, explanations supporting
the hypothesis, which included C but not E, explanations including E, and other expla-
nations. These groups are distinguishable by colour in Figure 5. The proportion of each
of these groups of the total explanations was calculated, after which the proportions were
compared using two-sample tests for equality of proportions. For H1, most of the pro-
vided explanations included C but not E and supported the hypothesis ( p̂ = .75, SE =
0.04), a fifth of the explanations included E and undermined the hypothesis ( p̂ = .21,
SE = 0.04), and a small number of explanations fit neither group ( p̂ = .04, SE = 0.02).
Three two-sample tests for equality of proportions were conducted to test whether these
proportions differed significantly from each other. More participants chose explanations
aligning with the hypothesis than those not aligning with the hypothesis (χ2(1) = 249.19,
p <.001) and explanations that fell into neither group (χ2(1) = 437.74, p <.001). The
latter proportion was also lower than the proportion of explanations including E that un-
dermined the hypothesis (χ2(1) = 50.78, p <.001). This, confirms the first hypothesis.
Explanation {C} was selected significantly more than all other explanations,8 so the high
proportion of hypothesis-supporting explanations is driven by {C} explanations.

For the second hypothesis, similar results were found. Most of the explanations pro-
vided included C but not E and supported the hypothesis (p̂ = .71, SE = 0.04), a seventh
of the explanations included E and undermined the hypothesis ( p̂ = .14, SE = 0.03), and
a similar amount of explanations fit neither group (p̂ = .15, SE = 0.03). Three two-sample
tests for equality of proportions were conducted to test if these proportions were sig-
nificantly different from each other. More participants chose explanations aligned with
the hypothesis than those that undermined the hypothesis (χ2(1) = 228.33, p <.001) and
than those explanations that fit neither group (χ2(1) = 215.83, p <.001). The propor-
tion of explanations that fit neither group did not significantly differ from the propor-
tion of explanations undermining the hypothesis (χ2(1) = 0.30, p = .587). This confirms
the second hypothesis. Again, explanation {C} was selected significantly more than all

7Two out of the three removed natural language argument sets are about persons and news articles being
untrustworthy, which could indicate that people have a harder time interpreting the corresponding attack rela-
tions.

8The full comparisons of individual explanations can be found in the online appendix, see footnote 4 9
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(a) Explanations selected for hypothesis H1

(b) Explanations selected for hypothesis H2

Figure 5. Total counts of the amount each explanation was selected for each of the hypotheses. Explanations
that were never selected are omitted from the figure. The dotted line indicates the expected counts if participants
answered randomly.

other explanations. Furthermore, the related admissible explanation {C,E} was selected
significantly more than all other explanations that included E.

5.1 Demographic effects

The effect of the collected demographic information on the given explanations was tested
to support the generalizability of the results. No significant effects of age, education, or
English proficiency were found. One small difference was found based on the partici-
pants’ familiarity with argumentation. For AF1, self-identified experts selected {B,C}
significantly more than all other participants (χ2(1) = 13.87, p <.001). Experts might
have considered the information in B necessary for C to serve as an explanation. No other
significant differences were found on the basis of familiarity with argumentation.

6 Discussion and outlook

This study aimed to empirically test the cognitive plausibility of two methods for se-
lecting related arguments in argumentation-based explanations. This was done through
an observational study in which participants provided explanations for the acceptance of
topic arguments of two distinct AFs. We found that people primarily selected related and
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directly related arguments, respectively, when constructing explanations; this confirms
both of our hypotheses and shows that relatedness in formal argumentation is cognitively
plausible. The study employed a novel approach conducting the first empirical study into
argumentation-based explanations.

The results found in the current study can be compared to those by [16], in which
people tend to agree with reinstatement, that is a direct defender reinstates an attacked
argument. In the current study, participants considered a direct defender the best explana-
tion for the acceptance of an attacked argument. Additionally, people were able to iden-
tify this defender in a set of randomly ordered arguments, even without prior explanation
of formal argumentation. This suggests that defence is a natural and intuitive concept.

Since this study is the first of its kind, we encountered several challenges in the
methodology and generalizability, which we will highlight to guide future work in this
field. One such challenge is that no other study has used unrelated arguments, which
meant that we had to create these arguments. We created arguments that were not con-
nected by attacks to the other arguments, but that did concern the same setting so as to
not make the unrelatedness trivial (i.e. an argument such as “the moon is made of green
cheese” is obviously unrelated to whether Dana can go ice skating) Despite pilot test-
ing, some argument sets were excluded from the analysis because they were not properly
understood by the participants.

One further challenge is that no compelling evidence was found that familiarity with
argumentation affects explanations. However, in the sample, the participants had higher
educational levels and were more familiar with argumentation than expected from the
general population. Therefore, we should be careful when generalizing results to the en-
tire population. An additional factor affecting the generalizability of this study is that
we asked participants how they would choose to explain an argument, thus only conclu-
sions about how people construct explanations can be drawn. Further research is needed
to know what explanations people would prefer to receive. The findings of the current
study are also limited to set-based acceptance explanations using abstract argumentation.
This could be expanded in future work to include structured argumentation, different
explanation methods, and non-acceptance explanations.

Another factor relevant to contextualizing this study is that, due to the design of the
study, we do not know the motivation behind the choices of participants. To facilitate re-
cruiting as many participants as possible we kept the experimental design simple, without
any open questions about, for example, the reasoning behind decisions. Instructions to
participants were also kept brief and did not include an explanation of argumentation or
relatedness. Therefore, we cannot know why the participants chose the explanations they
did and if any factors such as difficulty, fatigue, or confusion influenced their choices.
Future research into the reasoning of participants to choose certain argumentation-based
explanations over others would help to place the current study in a wider context and
speculate on how results can be generalized to more complex argument structures and
other argumentation formalisms.

In conclusion, this study found empirical evidence for argumentation-based expla-
nation methods based on relatedness. These argumentation-based explanation methods
[9,3] are themselves inspired by research in social and cognitive science, formalizing
how people select explanations. In this study, we have now validated these formaliza-
tions by showing that they align with how people select explanations. This can be ex-
panded upon in future work by considering other argumentation-based explanation ap-
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proaches, including structured argumentation and explanation for non-acceptance. And
will hopefully inspire further investigations into argumentation-based explanations and
possibilities of applied argumentation.
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